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412 S. Peoria, Suite 115
Chicago, IL 60607
May 5, 2014
Over the course of the last 16 weeks, I have had the distinct pleasure of working with a very talented
group of master’s degree candidates in Urban Planning and Policy. These student city planners
developed this business corridor revitalization plan for the Village of Midlothian. The plan that follows
is the product of a graduate planning studio at the University of Illinois at Chicago. During this past
semester, the students have been studying principles, tools and examples of business corridor
revitalization and applying their studies to the specific issues facing the Village of Midlothian.
The ideas, strategies and contents contained in this plan are entirely the work of the student authors.
The students undertook a detailed study of conditions in the corridor, identified the most critical issues
involved in revitalization efforts and developed detailed, implementable strategies to promote better
economic performance in the corridors.
The students met with Village officials in February for a tour of Midlothian and a discussion of the
history and vision for the community. In March, Village leaders attended a workshop at UIC to review
the students’ analysis of critical issues facing the business corridors. In April, Village officials reviewed
and commented on the students’ draft revitalization strategies. The following revitalization plan reflects
the students’ research, analysis and the feedback gathered through the planning process.
On behalf of the students and the UIC Department of Urban Planning and Policy, I would like to thank
the officials and staff of the Village of Midlothian for providing the time, information and support
needed for a strong course, in particular Mayor Sharon Rybak and Trustee Karen Kreis who had the
vision and made the partnership between UIC and Midlothian possible. Thanks also to Trustee Don
Killelea, Ray Woodworth, Bill Callaghan, and Evelyn Gleason for their time and contributions to the
process. I would also like to thank Lakeshia Wright and South Suburban Mayors and Managers
Association for facilitating this opportunity and participating in the planning process.
This course was the 11th in a series of classes that assisted Chicago-area communities with commercial
corridor revitalization planning. As a part of UIC’s mission, studio courses are offered to Villages and
neighborhoods to address pressing local planning needs. For more about the College of Urban Planning
and Policy, please visit http://www.uic.edu/cuppa/
Sincerely,

T. Abraham Lentner
Adjunct Instructor
UIC Department of Urban Planning and Policy
UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Midlothian Commercial Corridor Revitalization Plan

Executive Summary
Our study area, the Kedzie Avenue corridor, is
bounded by Memorial Park on the north, 149th
Street to the south, Kedzie Avenue to the east
and Homan Avenue to the west. The corridor is a
residential-oriented neighborhood with commercial
and multifamily residential located along 147th
Street. Single-family residential is located to the
north and south of 147th Street.
From research and analysis we found several critical
issues that need to be addressed in order to enhance
the residential and commercial quality of the corridor.
Since the 2008 economic recession the corridor has
struggled with commercial vacancies. Auto-oriented
uses closed in this corridor. A large land parcel is
vacant at the northwest corner of 147th Street and
Kedzie Avenue, which has a lot of automobile traffic.
Midlothian has lower asking rent prices compared to
the south suburban region.
Connectivity is also an issue in this corridor. It is
difficult for pedestrians to cross 147th Street due
to fast-moving traffic and limited crosswalks. The
corridor needs to leverage its assets, such as
Memorial Park and the Howie Minas Field along

Proposed development at 147th Street and Kedzie Avenue
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145th Street and Kedzie. Many visitors come to this
area for softball tournaments. This customer base
is an opportunity for businesses in the corridor. We
recommend that the Village captures these shopping
opportunities with a catalyst recommendation to
develop the under-utilized vacant land parcel at the
northwest corner of the intersection at 147th Street
and Kedzie Avenue with a filling station and a casual
restaurant to increase tax revenue. This is a busy
corner and gateway into the Midlothian community.
We recommend that this intersection has place
making gateway signage indicating entry into
Midlothian. The Village can work with developers to
achieve this goal.
We identified the large block bounded by 147th Street
to the north and the Sundrop Prairie Nature Preserve
to the south as the “Superblock” in this project. This
block is bounded by two busy roads that provide the
opportunity for close proximity to commercial land
uses. The interior of the block has varied land uses,
including an elementary school, apartments, single
family homes, a senior living center, commercial
land uses and a large, vacant property that is a
former institutional building. This “Superblock” has

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Proposed development in the “Superblock” with grocery anchor.

the propensity to be the heart of the neighborhood
node with a few adjustments. To improve access
to this area we recommend extending 147th Place
from Turner Avenue to Kedzie Avenue. This road
currently dead-ends short of Sawyer Avenue. We
also recommend a small, neighborhood scale park
in this “Superblock” and redevelopment of the
vacant former institutional building to a grocery
anchor store with adjoining strip center. For this to
be a successful neighborhood node pedestrian and
bicycle access should be improved within the block
but also to neighboring blocks. To achieve this we
recommend improved and additional sidewalks and
turning Turner Avenue south of 147th Street into a
bicycle and pedestrian only pathway that can act as
a visual gateway to the neighborhood node park. We
also recommend improving pedestrian and bicycle
access between the “Superblock” and Memorial.
Improving these connections across 147th Street will
create safer and more efficient access throughout
the whole corridor. The goal is for someone in the
apartments south of 147th Street to easily and safely
be able to bike or walk to the commercial land uses
or Memorial Park to the north of 147th Street.

to diversify economic options. Finally, it’s important
that Midlothian is an attractive place that appears
ready for new development, so façade and signage
regulations should be enforced. A combination of
making the area more livable and neighborhoodscaled for the current residents while also catering to
the Memorial Park visitors will make this a successful
residential and commercial corridor for the Village of
Midlothian.

We recommend that the Village collaborates with
developers in guiding economically sustainable
redevelopment of the under-utilized land parcels.
We also recommend zoning and ordinance changes
UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Existing Conditions Community
The area known today as Midlothian, Illinois was settled
by European immigrants at the turn of the 20th Century.
With the opening of the Midlothian golf course in 1898
Chicagoans began using the community as a vacation
getaway accessed easily by the Rock Island rail line
(Encyclopedia of Chicago, 2014). Prior to this time the
Potawatami tribe of American Indians had lived in the area
since at least the 1600s (Encyclopedia of Chicago, 2014).
Much of the farmland in the Village was bought and platted
around 1915. The area immediately around the train station,
what is now considered the “Village Center” was settled
first and in 1927 the area was formally incorporated as the
Village of Midlothian, named after an ancient borough in
Scotland (Village of Midlothian, 2014).

Aerial image of Midlothian from 1939
Source: Illinois Geospatial Data Clearinghouse

Aerial map of Midlothian commercial corridors.
Source: Google Maps, 2014.

Midlothian Village Hall in 1949
Source: The Village of Midlothian
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Kedzie Avenue

147th Street

Pulaski Avenue

Cicero Avenue

Today, the Village is comprised of just under 15,000 residents
of which approximately 62% are white, 24% are Latino and
8% percent are black (CMAP, 2014). The largest age cohort
in the Village is under age 18 at 31.5% of the Village’s
population (CMAP, 2014). The
median income is just slightly higher
than that of Cook County at almost
$61,000 (CMAP, 2014). The Village’
housing stock is 71% single-family
homes that were predominantly built
between 1940 and 1970 (CMAP,
2014). The Village is facing some
challenges with over 8% of its
housing stock sitting vacant and
its unemployment rate in 2012 was
measured at 13.7% (CMAP, 2014).
In more recent years, the Village has
faced some economic hardship as
the automotive industry has weakened, with two large car
dealerships shutting their doors. It is within this context that
three groups of students created three plans for the Village
of Midlothian’s commercial corridors along 147th Street in
Midlothian – Cicero Avenue, Pulaski Avenue, and Kedzie
Avenue. Building off of the community’s strong history and
its existing assets, the following recommendations seek to
provide unique planning recommendations that are specific
to the Village’s historical, physical and economic context.

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

The blocks in this area of Midlothian form a grid-like
street pattern. The blocks to the north of 147th Street
have distinct characteristics than those to the south.
To the north, block sizes are typical for platting that
occurred at the turn of the century – approximately
300 feet by 600 feet. The residential uses on this
side of the street consist of mostly single family
homes at a density of approximately six units per
acre, which is higher than typical suburban density
levels in Illinois.
The south side of 147th Street has a different
physical form. There are two large blocks on this
side of the street, one between Turner and Kedzie
and the other between Turner and Homan Avenues.
These two blocks are much larger than the blocks on
the north side of 147th. Dead-end streets also lie to
the south of 147th, meaning the grid pattern of the
streets is weaker in this area. The easternmost block
to the south of 147th is referred to in this plan as the
“superblock” due to its large size and lack of through
streets running east-west.
The south side of 147th Street also has a higher
density of residential units than the north side. The
residential uses are mostly multi-family housing. The
blocks to the south also contain other uses such as

Homan Avenue

The Kedzie corridor constitutes the eastern most
part of the Village of Midlothian, from 145th Street (to
the north) to 149th Street (to the south) from Kedzie
Avenue (to the east) to Homan Avenue (to the west).
This eastern part of the Village is predominantly
residential. Memorial Park, with six ball fields, is
located on the north side of 145th Street and serves
as an important asset to the residents of Midlothian.
Commercial uses line the north and south of 147th
Street. To the east of Kedzie Avenue lies the
adjacent community of Posen, where commercial
uses continue to dot 147th Street.

147th Street

Kedzie Avenue

Existing Conditions Physical Character

“Superblock”

Kedzie Avenue Corridor with “Superblock” overlay.

a large senior living facility, a school, and a large
vacant building that was formerly an institutional use.
More broadly, this part of the Village is bounded by
the border of the Village along Kedzie, the Tri-State
Tollway (I-294) to the north and east, a rail line to
the west and a nature preserve to the south. The
area therefore has strong edges and boundaries,
emphasizing its neighborhood-orientation.

UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Street Section showing the proportion of right-of-way along 147th Street at the intersection with Kedzie Avenue

This street section illustrates 147th Street, also
known as Illinois Route 83, at the intersection of
147th Street and Kedzie Avenue facing east. 147th
Street is controlled by the Illinois Department of
Transportation (IDOT). At the intersection, 147th
Street has a 97’ ROW with two lanes in each direction,
plus a left turn lane on the eastbound side of the

street. There are also sidewalks on both sides of the
street. However, automobiles travel fast down 147th
Street, which can be intimidating for pedestrians,
even when they have a walk signal. Additionally, the
sidewalk that turns south onto Kedzie ends just past
the intersection leaving no pedestrian access along
Kedzie.

UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Existing Conditions Economics & Real
Estate

act as examples for other communities to aspire to
be like.
According to this analysis, Midlothian was hit much
harder than the peers and competitors during the
2008 recession. Midlothian had a drastic percentage
decrease in retail sales from 2008 to 2009 of
-39.34%, whereas the average competitor percent
change was -13.78% and the peer percent change
was -11.84% during this time period. However,
according to the analysis Midlothian is slowly
starting to recover and the percent change in retail
sales for the past few years has been slightly higher
than those of both peers and competitors. This quick
downturn for Midlothian could be because their retail
sales base was less differentiated and relied heavily
on automobile-related businesses. Automobile and
filling stations comprised 46% of the retail sales
base in Midlothian in 2006 before the recession.
However, in the peer community of South Holland
and Summit automobile businesses and filling
stations comprised 53% of retail sales and 45% of
retail sales, respectively in 2006. While automobileoriented businesses are the predominant retail

Retail Sales
In order to better understand Midlothian’s economic
performance in relation to other communities in
the region, an economic analysis was conducted
with data from the Illinois Department of Revenue
regarding retail sales. We identified the communities
of Burbank, South Holland and Summit as peers of
Midlothian. Peers are municipalities in the region
that are similar in size, population and business
mix and that lie outside of Midlothian’s local retail
market. We identified Tinley Park, Alsip and Blue
Island as Midlothian’s competitors. Competitors
are municipalities within the same local market that
compete for retail opportunities. Competitors are
municipalities with more thriving economies that can

Percentage Change in Retail Sales Over Previous Year, 2005-2012
Midlothian, IL Compared to Peer and Competitor Communities
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Kedzie Avenue Corridor
activity in the peer community of Burbank in 2012,
before the recession they accounted for only 16% of
the retail activity.
While South Holland and Summit also had close
to 50% in automobile-related retail sales, they did
not have the drastic economic downturn in 2008 that
Midlothian experienced. Perhaps South Holland and
Summit retained their automobile businesses due
to strong retail bases in other categories. Perhaps
the more varied mix of Burbank helped guard the
community from such a drastic downturn. These
trends will make Midlothian more of a challenge than
the peers and competitors to revitalize because there
was a much sharper decrease in retail sales activity
during the recession which has led to blight and
many vacant and abandoned businesses. Potential
business owners may see this blight and unattractive
abandoned storefronts as disinvestments in the
community and interpret Midlothian as a potentially
risky place to locate. However, they could also see
the blank slate as an opportunity and perhaps easier
way to gain land in key locations for multi-parcel
development. The open land could be an opportunity
for Midlothian to gain important anchor businesses
such as grocery stores to help rebuild the economic
base and attract other businesses.

Businesses in the Kedzie
1

3

3
1
1

1
1

1

2

The data show that Midlothian tends to fluctuate
more than its peers and competitors. The recent
data show, however, that while Midlothian took a
very large blow to its economy in 2008-2009, the
underlying base of businesses in the community is
continuing to grow and recover from the economy at a faster rate than both its peers and competitors.
Midlothian still has a large percent of their tax
revenue originating from auto related industries,
even though a number of auto-related businesses
shut down during the recession, and retail revenues
have nevertheless increased in recent years.
This suggests that perhaps the economy of the
community has a good base of businesses that can
be built upon, even if the Village’s auto industry was
hit hard during the recession.

Commercial Rents and Vacancies
In order to get a broad understanding of the economic
challenges facing Midlothian, it is also critical to
asses the prices commercial spaces are leasing for
and the vacancy rates that afflict commercial uses in
the Village.

The business inventory gathered for this plan
indicates that Midlothian is doing relatively well
in
regards
to
c o m m e r c i a l
vacancies.
Our
Corridor by Type
estimates suggest
that there is a 1011% vacancy rate
in Midlothian, while
Cafes & Take Out
CBRE Market View
Reports state that
Professional & Financial
the south suburban
Health & Personal
area of the Chicago
Automotive
region experiences
Food Stores
a 25% vacancy
Home Goods & Hardware
rate in office and
21% vacancy rate
Personal Services
in retail uses. While
Books, Music & Hobbies
it is possible that
Other
our
methodology
for collection could
have been flawed,

UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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the 10% mark is still well
below the regional rate. This
percentage could increase if we
were to look purely at vacant
square footage in relation to total
square footage of commercial
uses in Midlothian. The CBRE
data reveals that the vacancy
rates in the surrounding area are
very high. Approximately 1 in 4
or 1 in 5 commercial uses in the
south suburban Chicago area
sit vacant. Midlothian, therefore,
is not the only community in the
area struggling to address the
issue of vacancy. Alternatively,
this signifies that the whole south suburban region
is all competing to fill vacant properties in their
communities and could mean that developers and
business tenants may see the larger region as a
good place to locate.
In regards to rents, it appears that Midlothian’s

average gross rental rates are on par with or slightly
higher than those of the south suburban region. Our
data indicates that average asking price for rent
(gross) is $16.90 per square foot, while the region
asks $10-$15 per square foot of retail space and $15
per square foot of office space. Again, these data
suggest that Midlothian is staying competitive within
10

the south suburban region. However,the average
asking rents of all other suburban regions of Chicago
have higher asking prices for rents of both office
and retail spaces. The median asking rent of the
21 vacant properties for which rent estimates were
available was $13 per square foot. Average rents
were almost four dollars less for smaller spaces
(less than 2000 square feet) at $12.79 as compared
to largesr spaces
(over 2000 square
feet) at $16.50. This
data may suggests
that
Midlothian’s
smaller commercial
properties that are
a common lot size
for communities of
this age, have less
market appeal. In
order to combat both
of these challenges,
Midlothian
needs
to consider how
to
capitalize
on
the benefits of a
large amount of
commercial square
footage
available
for redevelopment and the availability of cheap
commercial space.

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Critical Issues
Below are the critical issues that we determined
are currently keeping the Kedzie corridor from
reaching its full potential as a vibrant and livable
neighborhood node. Each of the recommendations
in this plan are categorized by and address one
or more of the following critical issues regarding:
Neighborhood Scale, Leveraging Assets, Vacancies
and Connectivity. The icons below that correspond
to each critical issue appear subsequently alongside
the recommendations that act as solutions to these
issues.

1. Leveraging Assets
The Kedzie Avenue corridor is failing to leverage
numerous assets that could help sustain healthy
businesses in the area. First, the Village of Midlothian
has the opportunity to leverage several assets east
of Kedzie Avenue on 147th Street. This includes
the Walgreens on the southeast corner of 147th
Street and Kedzie Avenue, a gas station located
on the northeast corner of 147th Street and Kedzie
Avenue. That offers convenience shopping. Although
located in the Village of Posen, these businesses
offer a multitude of shopping opportunities for both
pedestrians and automobile drivers.
Moreover, there is quite a substantial amount of
vehicle traffic traveling on 147th Street. The vehicle
traffic most likely originates from or travels through
the Village of Midlothian. We suggest that the Village
of Midlothian develops business opportunities
that leverage the opportunities provided by these
existing businesses. Specifically, we want to capture
the pedestrians and vehicle traffic through crossshopping.
The Kedzie corridor is largely residential with
pockets of vacant commercially zoned. Particularly
the vacant parcels on the northwest corder of 147th
these vacant lands provide space for a multitude
of uses with little demolition necessary. New
businesses could serve the immediate need of local
residents, while also drawing in new customers from
the thriving Posen businesses.

Another additional asset that business in the area
could leverage is that of Memorial Park/Howie Minas
Field along 145th and Kedzie. The facilities at this
park are in excellent condition and the softball fields
are set to be used for softball tournaments in the
coming years. The location of this park in relation
to the street network, the highway and the railroad
naturally guide the pedestrians and motorists that
would be using this facility to use 147th Street,
thereby passing the commercial uses along the
street. With tournaments, the park-goers will also
likely be in the area for a longer period of time, and
could seek restaurants or shops for food or provisions
during the games. Memorial Park and Howie Minal
Field are not being adequately leveraged to support
businesses in the area.

2. Neighborhood Scale/
Orientation
A residential neighborhood needs to be suitable for
people to live in. Physical form affects various factors of residents’ lives. Safety, security, enjoyment,
health and well-being are examples of elements of a
community that are affected by physical form.
The neighborhood around Kedzie Avenue has a
physical form that emphasizes its role as a neighborhood serving district. The corridor needs to be develop uses and physical connections that allow it to
better fill this role. It needs to be safe and secure. It
needs to enable the residents to do their day-to-day
activities in a comfortable way.
Sidewalks should be visible and connected. The unusually big block to the south of 147th Street could
be more accessible with added internal connections.
Building facades should represent a well-maintained
and thriving business community. Every element
in the area should show that the Kedzie area is a
neighborhood where all its assets and amenities
are connected and are oriented to serve the local
residents and appeal to those patronizing other local
businesses and using Memorial Park.

UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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3. Connectivity

4. Vacancy

147th Street functions as a barrier, separating commercial uses to the north from the multifamily neighborhood to the south. It is difficult to cross 147th
Street due to a lack of safe pedestrian crossings.
The intersection at 147th and Kedzie, while being an
official place for pedestrians to cross, has wide turn
radii and fast-moving traffic.

Another critical issue that needs to be addressed is
the amount of vacancies that are located in the Kedzie
corridor. Three vacant properties within proximity to
the intersection of 147th Street and Kedzie Avenue
are vacant. The intersection already has an anchor
store on the east side of the intersection in Posen that
can provide excellent cross shopping opportunities
to the corridor. This intersection needs to stand out
because it is at the border between Midlothian and
Posen and acts as a gateway into the Village. The
businesses along 147th near Kedzie will provide
a first impression of Midlothian. Not only are there
a number of key vacant properties, there is also a
substantial quantity of vacant land in the corridor.
Redeveloping vacant lands and finding tenants for
vacant properties is key to providing a health and
stable commercial area.

Portions of the sidewalk on 147th Street are in bad
shape. Other streets around the corridor also have
poor and/or incomplete sidewalk connections. The
sidewalk ends on the west side of Kedzie just south
of 147th Street. There aren’t facilities for bicyclists
anywhere in this area. 147th Place ends dead ends,
creating another connectivity barrier within the neighborhood. This lack of connectivity prevents crossshopping opportunities and inhibits commercial uses
from serving the residents in the neighborhood.

Kedzie Vacancy Report

Kedzie Ave

Homan Ave

1,100 sq ft

1,500 sq ft

1,200 sq ft
0.4 Acres

0.4 Acres

0.4 Acres

147th Street

0.4 Acres

0.15
Acres

Area Available For Redevelopment
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Undeveloped Land

0.8 Acres

Vacant Buildings

0.95 Acres

Vacant Units

1,800 sq ft

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Vision
The Kedzie Avenue corridor is unique in that it is
primarily a residential area. Therefore, all planning
initiatives in and around the corridor must address
the needs of the residential population. Specifically,
all planning efforts must address the following
concerns:
1. Maintaining residential character;
2. Commercial development that captures the
immediate need of residents; and
3. Promoting development that encourages
residents and visitors to the corridor to remain in
Midlothian.
Therefore, a commitment to low intensity
development is the main focus of any development
effort for the corridor. This can be achieved through
developments such as neighborhood serving
restaurants, convenience shopping and other small
scale merchants. Promoting smart design including
signage regulations and proper density is also
critical.
The critical issues should be addressed in a manner
that recognizes the importance of the residential
aspect of the corridor. Development should provide
services that cater directly to the residents, and
should not overshadow the needs of both residents
and visitors.

UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Village of Midlothian

Kedzie Revitalization Proposals
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Redevelop the Northwest Corner
of 147th Street and Kedzie Ave

2

Improve the streetscape along
147th Street

3

Install a pedestrian crossing at
147th Street and Spaulding Ave

4

Install a bike boulevard on
Spaulding Avenue from 147th
Street to Memorial Park

5

Permit the use of food trucks in
the Village Zoning Ordinance

6

Guide redevelopment of the
Large Vacant Property in the
“Superblock”

7

Create access to the interior of the
“Superblock”

8

Create a neighborhood node park
at 147th Place and Sawyer Avenue

9

Encourage redevelopment of
vacant land at 147th Street and
Turner Avenue

10

Enforce business facade and
signage regulations
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3
7
7
8
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New through street at 147th Place

Bike/Pedestrian pathways
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Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Recommendations: Physical Interventions
Redevelop the
northwest corner of
147th Street and Kedzie
Avenue
A critical issue identified in our analysis of the Kedzie
area is that the commercial uses in this portion of
the Village are not leveraging the existing assets
of the neighborhood. In particular, the softball and
baseball fields in Memorial Park, to the north, are a
destination that will bring in hundreds of visitors into
the community. It is important to keep in mind that
the development of this large vacant area should
ideally include uses that would cater to the interests
and commercial needs of these visitors and also to
the neighborhood.
The physical constraints of the parcel may make
it insufficient to accommodate typical suburban
chain retailers, who expect large parking lots.
In order to make the parcel more desirable to a
potential developer, we recommend vacating the
southernmost end of Sawyer Avenue and the alley
to the north of the parcels to accommodate a larger
building footprint and/or more parking. Because
Sawyer connects to a public way that runs east-west
to connect with Spaulding, closing this portion of the
street would not greatly disturb traffic patterns.
It is also important to provide adequate bicycle
parking on the lot, as well as pedestrian and bicycle
facilities along the right-of-way to Memorial Park
to ensure safe movement of children and families
from the park to the commercial uses on the lot (see
Recommendation regarding a Bike Boulevard). This
could even include signage near Memorial Park to
indicate the location of commercial destinations to
encourage bicyclists and pedestrians to use side
streets such as Spaulding or Sawyer to access the
commercial uses on this lot.
When considering desirable uses for the lot, our
recommendations are based upon our analysis
of the business mix in the neighborhood and the
community at large, in addition to considering the

needs of the local community and the users of
Memorial Park. This corridor does not have a large
number of restaurants, and baseball and softball
teams may be interested in dining at a restaurant
after or in between games. We therefore recommend
considering a casual restaurant use on the lot. In
addition, our analysis of the community business
mix showed that while Midlothian’s automotive
sector used to be stronger, it is still a large portion
of the local economy. Filling stations and automotive
oriented businesses still make up 36.5% of the sales
tax revenue generated for the Village of Midlothian.
This parcel is close to the expressway, and two gas
stations are already located nearby in the Village
of Posen. We suggest considering adding a gas
station or filling station on this lot as well, to take
advantage of traffic volumes on Kedzie and 147th
and ensure that Midlothian is also able to capitalize
on this source of revenue, as Posen is already. In
2011, Kedzie Avenue and 147th Street had average
daily traffic (ADT) counts of 13,400 and 16,900
respectively. This gas station could be accompanied
by a small convenience market or coffee shop, such
as a Thorntons. There are currently no coffee shops
in the neighborhood and this could also appeal to
softball teams and their families who have early
games or need to grab breakfast before a game.
This lot is key to the vitality of the corridor. These
parcels not only constitute a large square footage,
but also act as the eastern gateway into the Village of
Midlothian. These parcels are most proximate to the
commercial uses across Kedzie Avenue in Posen,
many of which appear to be doing well, and which
have fewer vacancies. This parcel is key to attracting
cross shopping from patrons of the Walgreens and
other businesses located in Posen.
Lastly, Any business that locates on this parcel will
likely want to put up a sign at the corner of 147th
Street and Kedzie Avenue. The Village of Midlothian
may want to consider, when this business comes
to the Village for permitting and zoning approval,
to request that the business include some text
welcoming visitors into the Village, such as
“Welcome to Midlothian” written at the base or top
of a monument sign that includes the other business
signs.
UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Kedzie Avenue

Spaulding Avenue

Sawyer Avenue

Midlothian Commercial Corridor Revitalization Plan

Vacate
Vacate

240’

285’

147th Street

Proposed site plan, 147th Street and Kedzie Avenue.

Rendering of 147th Street and Kedzie Avenue Development.
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Improve streetscape along
147th Street
Streetscape improvements have a significant
effect on how people perceive and interact with the
community. Below are recommendations how to
improve the current streetscape.
Sidewalks
Currently, there are sections on Kedzie Avenue and
147th Street where portions of sidewalk are missing
or are warn down due to wear and tear over the
years. This makes it difficult for disabled people
and children to move through the neighborhood.
Therefore, sidewalk repairs and replacement are
important to create a thoroughfare that is accessible
to everyone.

waste sooner. Similar to benches, trash bins also
add a pleasing design element to the street.
When considering how to implement this
recommendation, the Village should keep in mind
that these strategies can be implemented over
time. Sidewalks should be completed first for safety
reasons. The rest can be completed when funding
is available or added during road construction to cut
down on costs.

Streetlights
The streetlights that are currently along Kedzie
avenue and 147th Street are auto-oriented, which
means they were installed to light up the street
rather than lighting up the sidewalks. Since 147th
Street is lined with single and multi-family housing
developments, sidewalk lighting is extremely
important because it provides a safe and secure
atmosphere for residents who want to walk outside.
Additionally, pedestrian lighting adds extra security
for people who are hard of seeing and need to walk
at night.
Benches
Benches are important to add along sidewalks
because it offers the elderly or disabled more
confidence that they can make a longer trip by foot
because they have places to rest. It is also important
to have benches placed near bus stops, which
provides an extra comfort to people taking public
transportation. Additionally, benches can provide a
pleasing design element to the outdoor space.
Trash Bins
It is important to provide trash bins on sidewalks to
keep Midlothian clean. This will make people more
conscious of alternatives to leaving trash in public
places. Trash bins also offers an extra bonus for
people walking their dogs by being able to throw out

UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Current streetscape at 147th Street and Turner Avenue
Image source: Google Earth, 2014.

Rendering of streetscape improvements at 147th Street and Turner Avenue with pedestrian lighting, benches and trash bins.
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A lack of connectivity, especially north-south across
147th Street, was a critical issue identified in our
analysis of existing conditions in this neighborhood.
Spaulding Avenue is an ideal location for an added
pedestrian crossing and traffic signal. This location
is not too proximate to the major intersection at
147th and Kedzie and connects with the proposed
pedestrian and bike paths to the north and south of
147th and the neighborhood node park proposed to
the south of 147th at this location. This traffic signal
could remain green at all times until a pedestrian
approached and requested a change in signal to
cross. This light could further slow the speed of traffic,
which could improve patronage of the commercial
uses along the few blocks west of Kedzie on 147th.
It would connect the high-density residential area to
the south of 147th to the commercial uses on the
north side of the street to allow residents to patronize
these businesses safely on foot. In addition, this
could provide safe pedestrian access for school
children walking or biking to Spaulding Elementary
School. The traffic signal would be complimented
by “zebra” striped crosswalks on either side of
Spaulding Avenue along 147th Street. If the funds are
not available to install a traffic signal, an alternative
consideration could include a flashing pedestrian
beacon that includes yellow signage and flashing
yellow lights to make motorists aware of pedestrians
crossing at the intersection (see image).

Spaulding Avenue

Install a pedestrian crossing at
147th Street and Spaulding Avenue

147th Street

Proposed pedestrian crossing, 147th Street and Spaulding Avenue

UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Install a bike boulevard on
Spaulding Avenue from Memorial
Park to 147th Street
A bike boulevard is a low-speed street that is
optimized for bicycle traffic through way finding
signage and pavement markings. Bike boulevards
are important because they improve the biking
experience by providing comfort and safety.
The purpose of creating the bike boulevard on
Spaulding Avenue from Memorial Park to 147th Street
is to provide safe and direct access from the park
to the Kedzie neighborhood corridor. The goal is to
get people from the park and surrounding residential
neighborhood to eat and shop on 147th Street, which
will increase sales along the corridor. The boulevard
could also potentially allow school children to have
a more safe route to bike to Spaulding Elementary
School to the south of 147th Street.
The purpose of adding way finding signage is to
identify routes to both cyclists and motorists. The
signage can also provide cyclists with information
on destinations, distances, commercial districts
and schools. Large pavement markings reinforce
the message to motorists that they must share the
roadway and yield to cyclists. It also provides route
information for cyclists to follow.
Other Benefits of bike boulevards include:
•
•
•
•
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A quieter, less stressful bicycling environment
that is especially attractive to children and casual
or inexperienced cyclists.
Greater alertness for motorists of the presence
of bicyclists.
Greater visibility for promotion of bicycling as an
alternative mode of transportation.
Slower traffic makes it easier for both motorists
and bicyclists to avoid collisions, and reduces
the severity if they occur.

Map of proposed bike boulevard
Source: Google Earth, 2014.

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Examples of bike boulevard markings
Source: ci.minneapolis.mn.us, tucsonvelo.com, laecovillage.
wordpress.com, www.bikewalktwincities.org)

Example of Bike Boulevard Markings just north of 147th Street on
Spaulding
Source: Google Earth, en.wikipedia.org

Examples of different way finding signage
Sources: https://greshamoregon.gov, www.sanfranciscoize.com, www.ajax.ca riversideca.gov
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Permit the use of food
trucks in the Village Zoning
Ordinance
The market analysis of Midlothian businesses
indicates that nearly nineteen (19%) percent of
the retail market is comprised of restaurants.
Furthermore, public discourse and client meetings
have indicated that Midlothian residents are proud
of local restaurants. Food trucks would be a great
way to leverage the asset of Memorial Park and get
visitors to spend money in the Village. Therefore,
reinvestment efforts can begin by reaching out to
the local market, or in this case, local chefs and
restaurants. An easy way to engage the local food
market is to amend the zoning ordinance to permit
food trucks.
Food trucks are important because they have
become more popular over the past several years
and revenues are expected to grow for years into
the future. They are also less expensive than brick
and mortar food establishments to operate, can
increase activity in struggling business districts, tend
to enliven the area, and promote “buying local”.
Food truck businesses generally require $55,000
-$75,000 in startup costs, while brick and mortar
restaurants cost $250,000 – $500,000+ in startup
costs.

Food trucks in Midlothian should be allowed in certain
locations on designated days and times. Food trucks
can use social media to post their locations and
have an opportunity to create a buzz around their
particular location. Food trucks will also showcase
Midlothian as an innovative and progressive place
to be.
If the operation of food trucks is deemed infeasible,
a pop-up restaurant or concession stand could be
constructed at the corner of Kedzie Avenue and 145th
Street at Memorial Park. The concession stand or
pop-up restaurant could feature a kitchen that would
be open for the rotating use of local restaurants and
chefs.
Again, this would be a way of featuring the acclaimed
restaurants of Midlothian. Since this option would
be situated on Park District property, Park District
officials would bear the risks associated with said
operation. Moreover, the showcased restaurants
and chefs would be responsible for procedural costs
such as sanitation licenses.
This recommendation, when implemented, would
provide the following benefits:
•
•
•
•

Rendering of food truck on Memorial park grounds.
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Promotion of local businesses
Increased revenue from permits and fees
Promotion of Midlothian amenities
Prolonging capitalizing on visits to the Village

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Guide redevelopment of
large vacant property in the
“Superblock”
The next recommendation is for the vacated building
on the west side of Kedzie Avenue between 147th
Street and 149th Street. This vacant building
provides nearly 34,000 square feet of space that can
house a great asset for the community. Specifically,
our group has determined that this space can fit a
mid-size grocer chain such as Aldi or a grocery chain
affiliated with the Centrella cooperative. An analysis
of this corridor indicates that there is a substantial
residential population that should be the center of
any revitalization effort. Therefore, we believe the
recommendation of a mid-size grocery store, when
combined with the remaining recommendations, is
the best fit for this site.
The following information discusses the requirements
set forth by Aldi, Inc. for the establishment of new
stores in the United States:
1. Developed lots or pads preferred – will
purchase, lease or ground lease;
2. Lot size should be 2.0 acres or larger for
development lots;
3. 17,000+ square foot buildings with a minimum
of 85 dedicated parking spaces;
4. Inline or end-cap space is also considered –
118’ frontage, 142’ depth preferred;
5. Signalized, full-access intersection preferred;

indicates that the current lot, as it is, would be a
great site for an Aldi, Inc. location. In addition, this
site could serve as the anchor to a future commercial
strip development just to the north of this large
structure. If the site were not chosen by Aldi, Inc. or a
similar midsize grocer, the site has several additional
options, including:
1. Office space; and
2. Institutional use.
The site is would be a great option for any business
or businesses that wish to find new office space. The
site allows businesses and developers to repurpose
an already existing office site without building from
the ground up. Additionally, the site is large enough
for expansion and could house parking for employee
and customer use. Most importantly, an office site
upholds the residential integrity of the corridor
through less intensive use of the site.
Should an office site not be realized, an institutional
use of the space is a viable option. Attention to the
residential community is constant priority throughout
the recommendations provided for the Kedzie
corridor. Therefore, location of an institutional
building on this site would an excellent option. A
popular institutional use in many municipalities is a
recreational center. This may include dance studios,
water pools or sporting facilities. An institutional
use of this site would provide great benefits to the
large residential base in the corridor. Signage must
also be accompanied with this recommendation,
especially at the intersection of 147th Street and
Kedzie Avenue. When combined with the additional
recommendations for the Kedzie corridor, we believe
this recommendation is a prime use of this site.

6. Trade area population of 35,000+ within three
miles, cities of 20,000+, counties of 40,000+;
7. Sites located in community and regional
shopping districts with convenient access to
population; and
8. Sites zoned to allow grocery use.
A review of the aforementioned requirements
UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Grocer anchor store superblock proposed development.

Proposed superblock and proposed neighborhood node park.

Sawyer Avenue transformed into a pedestrian and bicycle pathway.
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Create access to the interior
of the “Superblock”
We recommend that 147th Place is extended so
that it connects Turner Avenue from the west to
Kedzie Avenue to the east. This connection will
provide improved traffic flow and connection through
the large “Superblock” south of 147th Street and
greater access to businesses in this neighborhood
node, such as the vacant building at 14800 Kedzie.
The sidewalks will be extended along with the road
and added to the north side of 147th Place to allow
greater mobility for the residents in the apartments
and senior living center to access the neighborhood

node park as well as the proposed commercial
on Kedzie Avenue. We also propose that Sawyer
Avenue is connected to 147th Place as a pedestrian
and bike only path with no cars allowed. There will
be concrete barricade planters separating it from the
traffic on 147th Street. It will be landscaped and an
aesthetic connection to the new park proposed within
this neighborhood node. We propose a zebra striped
pedestrian crosswalk to connect this pedestrian
and bike path to the new neighborhood park. There
will also be pathways connecting the proposed
neighborhood node park to the elementary school,
apartment buildings and senior living center.

Sawyer Avenue

Turner Avenue

147th Street

Pedestrian and
bike only pathway

Kedzie Avenue

147th Place (Extended)

New sidewalks throughout superblock
to improve connections

Aerial rendering of the Superblock: improved connectivity, redeveloped commercial and proposed neighborhood node park.
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Create a neighborhood
node park at 147th Place
and Sawyer Avenue
The new park will serve the neighborhood node
south of 147th. It will be accessible to the multifamily housing, senior retirement homes, elementary
school and the single-family residential in this area.
Because the location is not adjacent to the high-speed
traffic on 147th Street and Kedzie Avenue, parents
may feel that it is a safe place for children to play.
Children and seniors coming from the neighborhood
node will not have to cross a major street to reach
the park. It will provide more green open space
for those living in multifamily housing. The vacant
building south of the proposed park may be more
attractive to business owners after the park is built.
The park will include a covered shelter, picnic areas,
a gazebo and a playground. The new pedestrian and
bike path located on Sawyer Avenue south of 147th
Street will be an extension of this park. There will
be an archway at the entrance to the park, as well

Entrance to proposed neighborhood node park at 147th Place.
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as one at Sawyer Avenue and 147th Street, to draw
people from this busy thoroughfare to the park. This
gateway will create more visibility in the community
as a whole. The improved pedestrian crossing on
147th Street and the bike boulevard along Spaulding
will provide a safe connection for pedestrians and
bicyclists between this new neighborhood park and
the larger Memorial Park. There can be a sidewalk
that connects the elementary school and the senior
citizen homes to this park. The elementary school
could work in partnership with the park to create an art
and/or community garden program in which students
can showcase their artistic skills (e.g. murals) or use
the park as a horticultural lab. There are currently
sidewalks on the south side of 147th Place. To make
this park easily accessible by foot, there should be
sidewalks added to the north side of the street. If
Turner Avenue is designated a bike boulevard and
the sidewalk network is consistent from 147th Street,
this park could also be connected to the Sundrop
Prairie Nature Preserve to the south. If the gaps in
the sidewalk network are filled in on Kedzie Avenue,
the park will further become a pedestrian accessible
amenity.

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Encourage redevelopment of vacant land at 147th Street and
Turner Avenue

147th Street and Turner Avenue - Rendering of proposed development.

We have determined that the vacant properties
at 147th Street and Turner Avenue is a great
development opportunity for the Village of Midlothian
to advertise to potential developers. The following
five properties, identified as PINs, are on this vacant
site:
1.

28-11-227-026;

2.

28-11-227-025;

3.

28-11-227-024;

4.

28-11-227-023; and

5.

28-11-227-022.

A record search provided by the Cook County
Recorder of Deeds indicates that these two
properties are 3338 West 147th Street (PINs 024026) and 3348 West 147th Street (PINs 022-023).
The records search also indicated that through
Village of Midlothian is the owner of the lots located
on 3348 West 147th Street.

We recommend that the Village of Midlothian work
with developers and business owners to bring a food
establishment or local tavern to this site. Because
this lot is only a half of a typical commercial lot, the
use should likely be smaller scale and neighborhood
oriented since many larger national retailers may
require additional space on the lot to accommodate
more parking. The establishment should be seen
as a neighborhood destination for residents and
vehicle traffic on 147th Street. Therefore, the
Village of Midlothian should work with the owners
of the adjacent 3338 West 147th Street to gather
and disseminate pertinent market information
and physical characteristics of the site to attract
businesses to this location. Incentives could be
offered by the Village of Midlothian to the adjacent
property owner and/or potential business owners to
ensure redevelopment.

UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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Enforce Business Facade and Signage Regulations

Rendering highlighting sign ordinance enforcement.

We recommend that Village of Midlothian continue
its enforcement of Village ordinances regarding
signage regulations. Specifically, we recommend
that the following ordinances be upheld:
Title 4 Building Regulations, Chapter 11B Signs, 1114-2: PROHIBITED SIGNS
O)
Window Signs: Window signs that exceed
fifty percent (50%) of the window surface area of
each windowpane are prohibited.
(P)
Banners: Banners used to identify a business
are prohibited. Banners that do not identify the
business may be used as temporary signs, which
are exempt from the sign permit requirements of
section 11-2-13, “Sign Permits”, of this title, provided
such banners do not extend over public property.
“Grand opening” banners with the business name
are permitted and are exempt from sign permit
requirements, but are limited to display for thirty (30)
days.
It has been indicated that the Village of Midlothian
has begun to reach out to business and property
owners regarding signage regulations. This effort
must continue in order to foster revitalization. Many
of the businesses in the corridor have failed to adhere
to the signage ordinances. Monetary penalties may
encourage business owners and property owners
to pay attention to signage codes and address
violations.
Other incentives must be made, in order to encourage
28

property improvements. These incentives may
promote façade improvement, parking lot re-striping,
painting, cleaning, and landscaping efforts. We want
the Village of Midlothian to create a prosperous
business environment. If property owners care
about their property, it can create and sustain that
environment. Moreover, it may encourage other
property owners to follow Village ordinances. If this
environment is not encouraged, then many of the
recommendations prepared for our class will not be
truly realized. Moreover, many outside investors will
overlook Midlothian for business if the property is not
maintained or inviting. In addition, a strong business
environment and maintained properties will draw in
a larger customer base.
Additional ordinances or recommendations may
be explored including uniform signage which could
dictate certain aspects of such as sign material and
lighting. Another addition may be the removal of
advertising on signage. These suggested ordinances
and recommendations may be included in a Villageproduced document with pictorial descriptions, which
is distributed to current and new business owners.

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Formulate a business
retention strategy
The corridor contains several vacant lots. In order
to fill these vacant lots with businesses that would
complement and strengthen the local economy,
proper business reinvestment must be addressed
by the Village of Midlothian.
This corridor is surrounded by residential properties.
Therefore, the Village should target businesses
that strengthen the market niche. Specifically, the
corridor requires smaller businesses that serve the
needs of the residents. These businesses include
smaller restaurants, convenience shopping and
other destination shopping.
While residents and community leaders may push
the Village to recruit certain businesses, the desired
businesses may not meet the need of the corridor.
We have several tools at our disposal to identify what
those businesses are. First, we have the market
analysis and the performance of Midlothian’s peers
and competitors.
We want to leverage both Memorial Park and the
convenience shopping in Posen on the east side of
Kedzie Avenue. Essentially, our recommendation is
to target businesses that prolong visits to the corridor,
by creating a sense of destination. This sense of
destination will keep park visitors in the corridor.
Moreover, we want to pull shoppers from the Posen
Walgreens and gas stations into Midlothian. Most
importantly, this all needs to match the needs of the
residents.
The market analysis indicates that nearly 19% of the
retail market is comprised of restaurants. Moreover,
public discourse and client meetings have indicated
that Midlothian residents are proud of restaurants
throughout the corridor. Therefore, reinvestment
efforts can begin with the relationships formed in
the in the food truck and shared kitchen at Memorial
Park recommendation.
Our analysis indicates that Midlothian has low net
average commercial rent. In addition, Midlothian
had a vacancy rate of 10.38%, a figure substantially

higher than the surrounding suburbs in fourth quarter
2013. This could indicate to outside investors (large
and small), that the Midlothian business climate is not
strong. To counter this, Village staff should establish
relationships with local businesses should show
outside investors that the village understands the
needs of the residents and the business community.
Nevertheless, the Village can work extensively in
business recruitment, but without the proper climate,
businesses will still look to other locations. Midlothian
needs to show that it is serious about business and
that it cares about the relationships it shares with
businesses. Moreover, reinvestment efforts should
not be a static event, but rather an ongoing practice.
Reinvestment efforts can be further displayed in
beautification (code enforcement) and marketing.
Midlothian must show to local and outside investors
that they are dedicated to fostering a strong business
environment in the Village.
While there are many other larger scale business
recruitment and reinvestment strategies, such
as TIF districts and SSAs, these do not seem to
be appropriate for the small scale revitalization
we are trying to undertake at 147th and Kedzie.
These smaller changes in form, enforcement and
relationships with business owners can go a long
way to attract and retain businesses and improve
the overall performance of the corridor.
The Village of Midlothian could take a passive media
approach in strengthening the available real estate
inventory on their website. The site analysis for
Kedzie and 147th has some useful information for
potential new businesses regarding site ownership
and zoning. It would be a helpful tool for future
developers if more (or all) available sites in the
village could be listed on the website and more
easily visible and accessible from the home page.
Perhaps if funding and time is a constraint instead
of doing a complete site analysis for each open
site, Midlothian could utilize the My Maps function
in Google Maps to pinpoint all available sites and
include zoning, size and ownership details in the
description. The map could also pinpoint nearby
amenities, schools and public facilities, such as the
Village Services and Amenities map on their website.
Creating this map inventory of available sites is an
opportunity for Midlothian to establish relationships
UIC College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
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by talking with local property owners about available
properties and hearing their perspectives and past
experiences working with businesses. We have
determined that Midlothian is performing below their
peers and competitors. Creating these relationships
and reaching out to local property owners, who
perhaps also own property in other communities,
and sharing and maintaining good data about real
estate could be a good way to gain new insight from
the real estate development perspective on what is
happening in the Midlothian market as compared to
nearby communities.
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Implementation
Crime Prevention
Design

Through

Environmental

Safety is an important aspect to consider when
implementing the proposed neighborhood node park
and connected trails within the “Superblock.” We
recommend planning this park with Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design standards. The goal
is to make the park a comfortable and safe place and
dissuade criminal activity (National Trails Training
Partnership). While each standard isn’t a fix-all for
every situation, there are four main principles that
guide this practice:
1. Natural Surveillance: Design that allows everyone
to be easily seen within the park facilities.
2. Natural Access Control: Edges and barriers that
signalize where people should walk and children
should play. The goal is that someone walking
shouldn’t look out of place.
3. Territoriality: Landscaping that delineates public
and private spaces and demonstrates that someone
cares for and tends to the space. “A space that is not
used for legitimate park entertainment can quickly
be used for some illegitimate, illegal or unwanted
activity,” recommends Joel McCormick with the
National Recreation and Park Association.

4. Maintenance: Only build a park that can be
maintained. Overgrown and ill-maintained parks
encourage criminal activity.
For more information on this methodology, see the
International CPTED Association, www.cpted.net.
Funding
The revitalization efforts in this corridor are smaller
in scale than efforts prescribed for the other two
corridors. Therefore, we suggest that implementation
of any revitalization efforts avoid the establishment
of any tax increment financing (hereinafter “TIF”) or
Business Improvement Districts (BIDs). However,
it is appropriate to apply for grants to help fund
economic development efforts in the corridor. Our
main attention is to spur small scale economic
activity, rather than use supplemental tax funds to
support large scale developments in blighted areas.
Instead, the implementation should rely on more
centralized and focused business retention and
recruitment efforts.
Business Recruitment and Retention
The Village should reach out to local developers and
market vacant buildings in the corridor to encourage
redevelopment efforts. Included in this process is
gathering and disseminating current information
and data about the available properties. Additionally,
the Village should make an effort to maintain good
relationships with business owners in order to create
a unified corridor and be able to openly discuss any
issues of concern and look out for future partnerships.
Signage
The Village of Midlothian should use local
ordinances to encourage strengthening public
space and form. Specifically, the Village has several
signage ordinances that dictate how signage may be
displayed on commercial properties. Village officials
should continue to encourage the enforcement
of such a plan, thereby changing the physical

Source: preparenprevent.org
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appearance of the area. As previously discussed,
enforcing Village ordinances can be an easy way to
recapture a commercial corridor.
Zoning Changes
To implement the addition of food trucks in Midlothian,
a change in the zoning ordinance is needed. Below
are items to think about including in the food truck
zoning ordinance that were taken from Raleigh,
North Carolina and Kalamazoo, Michigan food truck
polices.
A food truck is defined as a “licensed, motorized
vehicle or mobile food unit which is temporarily
parked upon a public street in designated zoned
areas and engage in the service, sale or distribution
of ready to eat food for individual portion service to
the general public directly from the vehicle”.
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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Only licensed restaurants located in Midlothian
are able to obtain food truck permits for a fee.
No licenses shall be handed out until after
passing the inspection of the food truck for
sanitary conditions of where the food is produced,
handled or sold.
Food trucks shall only to be allowed in designated
open space and Business zoning categories.
Food trucks must be a minimum of 100 feet from
the main entrance of any eating establishment.
Food trucks must be a minimum of 100 feet from
any outdoor dining area.
Food trucks must be a minimum of 5 feet from the
edge of any driveway or public sidewalk, utility
boxes and vaults, handicapped ramp, building
entrances, exits or emergency access/exit ways,
or emergency call box.
Food trucks shall not be located within any area
of the lot that impedes, endangers, or interferes
with pedestrian or vehicular traffic.
The customer service area for food trucks shall
be on the side of the truck that faces a curb or
lawn or sidewalk when parked. No food service
shall be provided on the driving land side of the
truck.
Food trucks shall have a minimum distance of 15
feet in all directions of a fire hydrant.
No food truck may occupy parking spaces that
may be leased to other businesses or use to
fulfill its minimum parking requirements.

Next Steps
Sustained and on-going relationships with
stakeholders are vital to the Village of Midlothian’s
successful implementation of the aforementioned
recommendations. Some of the stakeholders
involved include property owners, developers, IDOT,
residents and/or business owners.
Atimeline was created to provide a structured approach
to aid in implementing the recommendations. The
timeline is color coded based on what can be
completed in the short, medium, and long-term.
The timeline is also set up to provide a schedule of
action items that will keep the timeline on track to
ensure a desired outcome. These action items are
split based on what needs to be completed for each
recommendation in the 1st, 3rd, and 5th + years to
create a successful Kedzie corridor redevelopment.
There is also a column labeled “Agencies
Responsible” that should be contacted to provide
support in accomplishing the recommendations.
Finally, to clarify what issues each recommendation
is supposed to rehabilitate, a critical issues column
was created on the far right.
Implementation and Timeline Chart
Atimeline was created to provide a structured approach
to aid in implementing the recommendations. The
timeline is color coded based on what can be
completed in the short, medium, and long-term. The
timeline is also set up to provide a schedule of action
items that will keep the timeline on track a make sure
there is a desired outcome. These action items are
split based on what needs to be completed for each
recommendation in the 1st, 3rd, and 5th + years to
create a successful Kedzie corridor redevelopment.
There is also a column labeled agencies responsible
that should be contacted to provide support in
accomplishing the recommendations.
Finally,
to clarify what issues each recommendation is
supposed to rehabilitate, a critical issues column
was created to the right-most column.

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Implementation Chart: Timeline, Agencies and Critical Issues
1 yr

Short-Term

Install a bike boulevard on
Spaulding Avenue from 147th
Street to Memorial Park

3yr

5+

Coordinate with Local
Restaurants to have Food
Assess expanding food
Pass Language
Permit the use of food trucks in
Trucks in
truck access to other
Permitting Food Trucks in
the Village Zoning Ordinance
Operation during
parts of the Village
Village Ordinance
Tournaments at Memorial
Park

Encourage Redevelopment of
Vacant Land at 147th Street
and Turner Avenue

Work with owner to align
objectives for
development.
Research challenges to
property development
(environmental, physical,
zoning, structural).

Enforce business facade and
signage regulations

Establish relationships
with shopping center
Begin Ticketing Business
owners/managers and
in Violation
ensure maintenance of
properties

Market property to
potential tenants,
developers
Evaluate available
development incentives

Property Owner,
Developers, Midlothian

Continued enforcement

Midlothian

Midlothian and IDOT

Create a Neighborhood Node
Park at 147th Street and
Sawyer Avenue

Work with the Park
District in determining
feasibility

Include neighboring
residents, business
Aquire necessary parcels owners and the school in
Midlothian Park District
a charette and/or survey
from landowners
process to design, build
park.

Improve the streetscape along
147th Street

Replace missing and
worn sidewalks

Install pedestrian lighting

Install benches and trash
Midlothian and IDOT
bins

Secure funding sources
and obtain approval

Install pedestrian crossing
Midlothian and IDOT
and signals

Redevelop the Northwest
Corner of 147th Street and
Kedzie Ave

Work with owner to align
objectives for
development.
Research challenges to
property development
(environmental, physical,
zoning, structural).

Market property to
potential tenants,
developers
Evaluate available
development incentives

Secure developer and
begin construction

Property Owner,
Developers, Midlothian

Guide Redevelopment of the
Large Vacant Property in the
“Superblock”

Work with owner to align
objectives for
development.
Research challenges to
property development
(environmental, physical,
zoning, structural).

Market property to
potential tenants,
developers
Evaluate available
development incentives

Secure developer and
begin construction

Property Owner,
Developers, Midlothian

Install a pedestrian crossing at Work with IDOT to
147th Street and Spaulding Ave determine feasibility

Long-Term

Critical Issues

Local Restaurants,
Plan Commission, Board
of Trustees, Zoning Board
of Appeals,
Park District, Health
Department

Secure developer and
begin construction

Create access to the interior of Work with IDOT in
Aquire necessary right of
Build road
the “Superblock”
determining the feasibility way from landowners

Medium-Term

Agencies Responsible

Maintain markings
Install Streetmarkings and Expand bike boulevard to Ensure bike facilities and
Midlothian
infrastructure in proximity
wayfinding signage
other corridors
to boulevard

Neighborhood Scale/Orientation

Vacancies

Leveraging Assets

Connectivity
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Costs
Activity:
Location:
County:
Local Agency:
Project No.
Section No.:

Planning Estimates
147th and Kedzie
Cook
Village of Midlothian
D0740010
N/A

Pedestrian Connectivity Improvement Plan Detailed Estimate
147th & Kedzie
Item No.
20101400
20101500
20101600
20200100
21101615
25200110
28000400
28000510
35101600
35102000
40600100
40603080
40603335
42300200
42400200
44000200
44000500
44000600
60603800
70102620
78000200
A2000132
x0000001
x0000002
x0000003
x0000004
x0000005
X0000006
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Item
Nitrogen Fertilizer Nutrient
Phosphorus Fertilizer Nutrient
Potassium Fertilizer Nutrient
Earth Excavation
Topsoil Furnish & Place, 4"
Sodding, Salt Tolerant
Perimter Erosion Barrier
Inlet Filters
Aggregate Base Course Type B 4"
Aggregate Base Course Type B 8"
Bituminous Materials Prime Coat
Hot-Mix Asphalt Binder Course, IL 19.0, N50
Hot-Mix Asphalt Surface Course, Mix "D", N50
PCC Driveway Pavement 6"
PCC Sidewalk 5 Inch
Driveway Pavement Removal
Combination Curb & Gutter Rmoval
Sidewalk Removal
Combination Curb & Gutter, Type B 6.12
Traﬃc Control & Protection Standard 701501
Thermoplastic Pavement Marking - Line 4"
Trees
Pedestrian Lighting
Concrete Planters
Do Not Enter Sign
Benches
Trash Cans
Pedestrian Crossing at Spaulding & 147th

Date:

5/8/2014

Engineer's Estimate
Total
26
$2.00
$52.00
26
$2.00
$52.00
26
$2.00
$52.00
760
$30.00
$22,800.00
1535
$4.00
$6,140.00
1535
$9.75
$14,966.25
5050
$3.00
$15,150.00
17
$125.00
$2,125.00
2760
$7.00
$19,320.00
1350
$16.00
$21,600.00
405
$1.25
$506.25
230
$85.00
$19,550.00
150
$100.00
$15,000.00
40
$45.00
$1,800.00
25250
$5.50
$138,875.00
40
$9.00
$360.00
200
$5.00
$1,000.00
12500
$2.50
$31,250.00
200
$19.00
$3,800.00
1
$52,300.00
$52,300.00
2200
$2.00
$4,400.00
24
$400.00
$9,600.00
28
$9,000.00
$252,000.00
6
$3,600.00
$21,600.00
4
$300.00
$1,200.00
8
$3,000.00
$24,000.00
8
$2,000.00
$16,000.00
1
$40,000.00
$40,000.00
Sub-total
$735,500.00
10 % Contingeny
$73,550.00
Design & Construction Engineering
$110,400.00
Total
$919,450.00

Unit
POUND
POUND
POUND
CUYD
SQYD
SQYD
FOOT
EACH
SQYD
SQYD
GALLON
TON
TON
SQYD
SQFT
SQYD
FOOT
SQFT
FOOT
LSUM
FOOT
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
LSUM

QTY

Price

Kedzie Avenue Corridor

Impact Evaluation

•

Fiscal

•

It is our hope that the implementation of this plan
will lead to the improved economic performance of
the neighborhood near the intersection of Kedzie
Avenue and 147th Street. Existing business will
survive, new businesses will emerge and vacant
land and structures will see redevelopment. An
additional consequence of economic vitality along
the Kedzie corridor includes higher property and
sales tax revenue for the Village. According to
our calculations, if the proposed redevelopment of
the northwest corner of Kedzie and 147th, Turner
and 147th the Village will see an increase of over
$32,000 in property tax revenue and over $45,000
in sales tax revenue. See page 40 for Estimates of
Project Impact on Tax Revenue calculations. As the
area becomes more stable, these numbers could
increase. We recommend focusing on encouraging
redevelopment of the key parcels mentioned in this
report (northwest corner of 147th and Kedzie, Turner
and Kedzie and later 147th Place and Kedzie) first,
to concentrate investment and encourage cross
shopping. Once a successful and stable commercial
base is in place along 147th Street, the village could
consider encouraging commercial ventures to open
along the west side of Kedzie Avenue to the north of
147th Street (parcels that are currently zoned B-1).

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Only licensed restaurants located in Midlothian
are able to obtain food truck permits for a fee.
Any violations will be fined.
No licenses shall be handed out until after
passing the inspection of the food truck for
sanitary conditions of where the food is produced,
handled or sold.
Food trucks shall only to be allowed in designated
open space and Business zoning categories.
Food trucks must be a minimum of 100 feet from
the main entrance of any eating establishment.
Food trucks must be a minimum of 100 feet from
any outdoor dining area.
Food trucks must be a minimum of 5 feet from the
edge of any driveway or public sidewalk, utility
boxes and vaults, handicapped ramp, building
entrances, exits or emergency access/exit ways,
or emergency call box.
Food trucks shall not be located within any area
of the lot that impedes, endangers, or interferes
with pedestrian or vehicular traffic.
The customer service area for food trucks shall
be on the side of the truck that faces a curb or
lawn or sidewalk when parked. No food service
shall be provided on the driving land side of the
truck.
Food trucks shall have a minimum distance of 15
feet in all directions of a fire hydrant.
No food truck may occupy parking spaces that
may be leased to other businesses or use to
fulfill its minimum parking requirements.

Zoning
Below are items to think about including in the food
truck zoning ordinance that were taken from Raleigh,
North Carolina and Kalamazoo, Michigan food truck
polices.
A food truck is defined as a “licensed, motorized
vehicle or mobile food unit which is temporarily
parked upon a public street in designated zoned
areas and engage in the service, sale or distribution
of ready to eat food for individual portion service to
the general public directly from the vehicle”.
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Traffic Circulation
In addition to fiscal and economic impacts, the
proposed plan will impact circulation and traffic flow
in the area. An additional traffic light or pedestrian
beacon at 147th Street and Spaulding will slow
traffic on 147th Street, giving the businesses more
visibility. It will also improve safety for pedestrians
and bicyclists, allowing for local residents to patronize
businesses. Complimenting this traffic signal are
the bike boulevard that will safely lead bicyclists
from Memorial Park to businesses on 147th and
the pedestrian boulevard on Sawyer Avenue to the
south of 147th. Together, these three features create

Before

a safe north-south pathway from Memorial Park to
the large redevelopment site in the “superblock” to
the south of 147th. This will help to overcome the
strong barrier that is 147th Street now and ensure
safe movement of people in the neighborhood to
patronize local businesses. Furthermore, extending
147th Place east to run through to Kedzie Avenue
will create improved access to this large block on
the southwest corner of 147th Street and Kedzie
Avenue. Improved access to these parcels will make
them more appealing for redevelopment.

After
145th

Sawyer

Spaulding

Turner

147th

147th

147th pl

Stop Light
Pedestrian Beacon
New Street
Pedestrian Path
Bike Boulevard
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Homan

Sawyer

Spaulding

Turner

Homan

Kedzie

Kedzie

145th

147th pl
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Appendix
Midlothian Residential Market Analysis

The Village of Midlothian, according to the 2012 ACS 5 year estimates produced by the United States
Census, is home to a total population of 14,788. Specifically, there are 7,520 males and 7,268 females
living in Midlothian. The Village of Midlothian is home to a rather young population, with a median age
of 33.9 years. The housing stock is made up of mostly single family detached houses, which make up
70.7% of the housing stock. Multiunit buildings make up the other 29.3%.
Owner occupied housing make up 74.2% of all housing units while renter occupied units only make up
25.8% of all housing units. This can be attributed to the fact that there are many more single family
homes than multifamily homes. Additionally, the average household size of owner occupied units is 2.92
people compared to 2.79 of renter occupied units. In regards to household income, the entire population
has an average household income of $67,106. The median household income is $60,829. This value can
be further expressed in terms of owner-occupied and renter occupied households. The median household
income for owner-occupied households is $66,172, while the median household income for renter-occupied households is only $36,250. Furthermore, the median monthly housing costs for residents of Midlothian is $1,209 per month. This value can also be expressed in terms of owner-occupied and renter-occupied. The median monthly housing costs for owner-occupied units is $1,392, while the median monthly
housing costs for renter occupied units is $907.
We contacted two large apartment management companies in Midlothian. The first company manages
five multifamily buildings on 147th street between Pulaski and Spaulding. The following is a breakdown of
the company’s properties:

Table 1: Apartment Management Company 1-Properties
Property
147th and Pulaski
147th and Pulaski
147th and Pulaski
147th and Spaulding
147th and Spaulding
TOTAL

Number of Units
22
12
12
21
11
78

Table 2: Apartment Management Company 1-Rental Units
Apartment Type
Studio
One Bedroom

Rent Per Month ($US)
$550
$660 - $690 (varies)

Size (Square Feet)
500 or less
Approx. 550

Table 3: Apartment Management Company 1-Vacancy
Total Units
78

Vacant Units
3
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The second apartment company we contacted manages 168 units along the 3000 block of 147th Street.
The following is a breakdown of the company’s properties (please note, the company did not disclose the
addresses of any buildings or the number of total properties):

Table 4: Apartment Management Company 2-Properties
Apartment Type
Rent Per Month* ($US)
Size (Square Feet)
Junior One Bedroom
$650 - $800
440
One Bedroom
$650 - $800
525
One Bedroom w/ Balcony
$650 - $800
711
Two Bed Bedroom
$875 - $900
817
Two Bedroom w/ Balcony
$875 - $900
886
*Please note, only ranges were disclosed for rent per month
Table 5: Apartment Management Company 2-Vacancy
Total Units
168

Vacant Units
4

Our team further analyzed comparable properties that are either currently on the market or have recently
sold. For apartment buildings, the average listing price of five comparable buildings is $334,460. For condominium developments on the market, the average listing price of four buildings is $56,322.
As part of the analysis, we were charged with the task of determining whether it would be financially
feasible to develop rental and owner occupied multifamily housing in Midlothian by creating a residential
market analysis. Our methodology was based on estimating development costs, operating costs/taxes,
revenue and sales. We then subtracted all costs from all revenues to determine what the deficit after year
one. We estimated development costs as the sum of site acquisition (based on a value of $160,000 per
acre (this was based on the cost of a couple of undeveloped properties for sale in Midlothian), demolition costs (an estimate received by Prof. Lentner), construction costs (as estimated by RS Means.com for
various size and construction types). Operating costs were estimated as 10% of rental income, and taxes
were based on Cook County Treasurer data for similar properties. Rental income and sales estimates
were based on comparables found in Midlothian. The result was the deficit after renting the property for a
year (if evaluating apartments) or after selling the development (if examining condos). We conducted this
analysis for both apartment buildings and condominiums. Each of these building types were broken into
wood frame and steel frame structures with 2, 4 or 8 units (in total ranging from 3,000-34,000 square feet
of total floor area).

Formula to Evaluate Financial Feasibility of Residential
Projects*:
(Development Costs + Operating Expenses)
- (Rental Income + Sale)
-------------------------------------------------------------Deficit after Year 1
*Please see attached spreadsheet for more detailed analysis
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Based upon our analysis, it appears that all types of multiunit housing developments are not financially
feasible in Midlothian. Upon first glance it appears that the smallest multifamily apartment developments
(duplexes) may be financially feasible if the developer were to hold onto the building for a period of approximately ten years. This style of development has a lower deficits and generates rental income that
would allow for the possibility of profit after holding the building for approximately 10 years. Nevertheless,
the duplex developments still have a poor rate of return. In the scenario of a wood frame duplex apartment, the equity invested into the development is almost one third of the total deficit that would result after
the first year. This ratio remains consistent across the 8 scenarios explored in our analysis. Most developments reflect at least a 1:3 ratio of equity to total deficit after one year. The next most financially feasible
development type would be two story apartment buildings with steel or wood frame (though these produce
a more than one million dollar deficit after the first year). The four story apartment buildings all produce
deficits over five or six million dollars. All condo developments were not financially feasible since they are
not income producing on an annual basis and the current sales prices of condos in Midlothian are low. The
average two bedroom condo in Midlothian sells for about $55,000, which is not sufficient to cover development costs. The rental prices for two bedroom units in Midlothian are in the range of $875-$900, which is
not enough to cover the added costs of building steel frame buildings with more units.
Therefore, we conclude that denser new construction in Midlothian is not feasible in the current market. If
developers were to pursue residential development in the community it would most likely be wood frame
duplex apartments, which would not dramatically increase density in the community. It is important to note,
however, that the vacancy rates of the apartment buildings we contacted for this project were very low,
suggesting that there is sufficient demand for apartments, but it is more likely that rehabbing current buildings may be more feasible than developing new construction.
Building Type
Total Construction CostsTotal Costs, Year 1Total Revenue Costs from Revenue
Apt Wood Frame - Duplex (1 story) - ~3000 sq ft
$457,384.76
$485,860.03 $157,450.00
($328,410.03)
Apt Wood Frame - 2 Story - if 4 units ~6800 sq ft
$1,338,769.51
$1,416,603.91 $294,950.00
($1,121,653.91)
R/Conc. Frame - 4 Story - if 8 units ~34000 sq ft
$5,854,500.00
$6,194,386.17 $519,800.00
($5,674,586.17)
Apt Steel Frame - 2 Story ~6000 sq ft
$1,427,800.00
$1,519,147.44 $259,900.00
($1,259,247.44)
Apt Steel Frame - 4 Story - if 8 units ~34000 sq ft
$6,150,800.00
$6,506,674.38 $299,800.00
($1,259,247.44)
Condo Wood Frame - Duplex (1story) - ~3000 sq f
$457,384.76
$483,865.03 $110,000.00
($373,865.03)
Condo Wood Frame 2 Story ~6800 sq ft
$1,332,800.00
$1,408,317.28 $220,000.00
($1,188,317.28)
Condo R/Conc. Frame - 4 Story - if 8 units ~34000 sq ft
$5,854,500.00
$6,180,406.17 $440,000.00
($5,740,406.17)
Condo Steel Frame - 2 Story ~6000 sq ft
$1,427,800.00
$1,512,843.44 $220,000.00
($1,292,843.44)
Condo Steel Frame - 4 Story - if 8 units ~34000 sq ft
$6,162,000.00
$6,510,498.73 $440,000.00
($6,070,498.73)
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Estimates of Project Impact on Tax Revenue
local bar/restaurant
gas station
giordanos
total
Construction/Development cost per sf $
220.00 $
220.00 $
220.00 NA
Size of development in sf
2,905
4,213
4,941 NA
Replacement Cost Value
639,100
926,860
1,087,020
2,652,980
25%
25%
25%
1
Assessment Rate for commercial buildings (from Cook Co)
Assessed Value
159,775
231,715
271,755
663,245
Equalization Factor 2012
2.8056
2.8056
2.8056
8
1,860,800
Equalized Assessed Value
448,265
650,100
762,436
Tax Rate for Village of Midlothian
1.735%
1.735%
1.735%
0
New Property Tax Revenue for Village (approx)
7,777
11,279
13,228
32,285

2007 econ census # establishments
sales
sales per store
447110-Gas station w convenience store
3448695.851
97,508
336,275,435
722211-Limited Service restaurants
716247.8787
211,313
151,352,488
722410-Drinking places
390377.3762
46,924
18,318,068
TOTAL
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sales tax for
village
34486.9585
7162.47879
3903.77376
45553.2111
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Retail MarketPlace Profile
14701 Pulaski Rd, Midlothian, IL, 60445
Drive Time: 5 minutes

Latitude: 41.62561
Longitude: -87.71764

Summary Demographics
2012 Population
2012 Households
2012 Median Disposable Income
2012 Per Capita Income
NAICS
Industry Summary
Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink
Total Retail Trade
Total Food & Drink
Industry Group
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Automobile Dealers
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores
Furniture Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores
Bldg Material & Supplies Dealers
Lawn & Garden Equip & Supply Stores
Food & Beverage Stores
Grocery Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores
Clothing Stores
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book & Music Stores
Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores
Book, Periodical & Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.
Other General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Florists
Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers
Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses
Vending Machine Operators
Direct Selling Establishments
Food Services & Drinking Places
Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Eating Places
Special Food Services
Drinking Places - Alcoholic Beverages

44-45,722
44-45
722
NAICS
441
4411
4412
4413
442
4421
4422
4431
444
4441
4442
445
4451
4452
4453
446,4461
447,4471
448
4481
4482
4483
451
4511
4512
452
4521
4529
453
4531
4532
4533
4539
454
4541
4542
4543
722
7221
7222
7223
7224

Demand
(Retail Potential)
$221,328,129
$199,452,708
$21,875,421
Demand
(Retail Potential)
$37,365,517
$32,256,773
$2,170,792
$2,937,953
$4,226,643
$2,512,217
$1,714,426
$5,376,477
$6,697,843
$5,568,376
$1,129,467
$32,534,482
$29,020,641
$973,631
$2,540,211
$17,050,974
$20,856,851
$12,370,536
$8,925,210
$1,870,939
$1,574,387
$5,110,837
$3,949,719
$1,161,118
$35,723,929
$13,527,351
$22,196,578
$4,288,306
$244,605
$713,936
$406,127
$2,923,639
$17,850,314
$15,559,056
$559,672
$1,731,585
$21,875,421
$9,687,890
$10,079,486
$996,544
$1,111,500

Supply
(Retail Sales)
$199,927,092
$176,666,077
$23,261,015
Supply
(Retail Sales)
$46,315,276
$42,241,426
$677,618
$3,396,232
$6,340,100
$3,867,519
$2,472,581
$2,621,856
$1,070,329
$905,372
$164,958
$26,818,273
$16,837,460
$4,488,240
$5,492,573
$50,266,016
$9,934,573
$3,734,395
$3,004,057
$345,699
$384,639
$768,054
$586,610
$181,443
$20,511,786
$19,423,001
$1,088,785
$6,074,906
$159,203
$173,869
$1,031,756
$4,710,078
$2,210,514
$836,798
$978,676
$395,041
$23,261,015
$5,796,931
$15,806,234
$43,675
$1,614,175

Retail Gap
$21,401,037
$22,786,631
-$1,385,594
Retail Gap
-$8,949,758
-$9,984,653
$1,493,174
-$458,279
-$2,113,457
-$1,355,302
-$758,155
$2,754,621
$5,627,513
$4,663,004
$964,509
$5,716,210
$12,183,181
-$3,514,609
-$2,952,362
-$33,215,042
$10,922,277
$8,636,142
$5,921,153
$1,525,240
$1,189,748
$4,342,783
$3,363,109
$979,675
$15,212,143
-$5,895,650
$21,107,793
-$1,786,600
$85,402
$540,066
-$625,629
-$1,786,439
$15,639,799
$14,722,258
-$419,003
$1,336,544
-$1,385,594
$3,890,959
-$5,726,748
$952,869
-$502,675

Leakage/Surplus
Factor
5.1
6.1
-3.1
Leakage/Surplus
Factor
-10.7
-13.4
52.4
-7.2
-20.0
-21.2
-18.1
34.4
72.4
72.0
74.5
9.6
26.6
-64.3
-36.8
-49.3
35.5
53.6
49.6
68.8
60.7
73.9
74.1
73.0
27.1
-17.9
90.6
-17.2
21.1
60.8
-43.5
-23.4
78.0
89.8
-27.2
62.8
-3.1
25.1
-22.1
91.6
-18.4

27,438
9,458
$37,382
$20,219
Number of
Businesses
159
124
35
Number of
Businesses
14
7
2
5
7
5
2
6
7
6
1
26
16
5
5
8
7
9
6
0
3
6
3
3
2
2
0
24
2
6
2
15
7
0
4
3
35
8
19
1
6

Data Note: Supply (retail sales) estimates sales to consumers by establishments. Sales to businesses are excluded. Demand (retail potential) estimates the expected amount
spent by consumers at retail establishments. Supply and demand estimates are in current dollars. The Leakage/Surplus Factor presents a snapshot of retail opportunity. This
is a measure of the relationship between supply and demand that ranges from +100 (total leakage) to -100 (total surplus). A positive value represents 'leakage' of retail
opportunity outside the trade area. A negative value represents a surplus of retail sales, a market where customers are drawn in from outside the trade area. The Retail Gap
represents the difference between Retail Potential and Retail Sales. Esri uses the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) to classify businesses by their
primary type of economic activity. Retail establishments are classified into 27 industry groups in the Retail Trade sector, as well as four industry groups within the Food
Services & Drinking Establishments subsector. For more information on the Retail MarketPlace data, please view the methodology statement at
http://www.esri.com/library/whitepapers/pdfs/esri-data-retail-marketplace.pdf.
Source: Esri and Dun & Bradstreet. Copyright 2012 Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. All rights reserved.
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